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Peak, side-on blast overpressure and scaled, positive impulse have been
measured for M10 single-perforated propellant, web size 0.018 inches, using con-
figurations that simulate the handling of bulk material during processing and ship-
ment .	 Quantities of 11.34 , 22.7 , 45.4 , and 65.8 kg were tested in orthorhombic
shipping containers and fiberboard boxes.
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0. ABSTRACT (Continued)
\ to known pressure, arrival time and impulse characteristics for hemispherical TNT
surface bursts. The equivalencies were found to depend significantly on scaled
distance, with higher values of 150-100 percent (pressure) and 350-125 percent
(positive impulse) for the extremes within the range from 1.19 to 3.57 m/leg ;/a .
Equivalencies as low as 60-140 percent (pressure) and 30-75 percent (positive _ice
impulse) were obtained in the range of 7.14 to 15.8 m/kel-A . Within experimental
error, both peak pressure and positive impulse scaled as a function of charge
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SUMMARY
M10 propellant, 0.018 inch meb, single perforation, was detonated in con-
figurations representative of orthorhombic shipping boxes, and a simulated in-
plant conveyor bucket. Blast output parameters were measured and TNT equiva-
lency was computed based on comparison with TNT hemispherical surface bursts.
The results of these tests are represented in the table below and in figures on
the following pages. Within experimental error, the pressures and impulses from
the orthorhombic and conveyor bucket configurations (11.34 kg, 22.68 kg, 45.36
kg, 65.77 kg) scaled according to the cube root of charge weight.
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i
Pressure (P) and Impulse (1) TNT Equivalency (%) at Scaled Distance
1/31.19m/kg 1/31. film/kg 1/3'?.13m/kg 1/33. S7m/kg 1/37.14m/kg
1/3
15.9m/kgConfiguration
Mass ( 3.Oft/lb1/3) (4.05ft/Ib1/3) (5.38ft/lb1/3 ) 9 . Oft/161/3) (18.Oft/lb1/3) (40ft/Ibl/3)
P I P I P 1 P I P I P I
Ratio h/w < 1
11.34 kg
1».7 ks 115 230 143 290 140 130 90 65 60 70 90 75
45.56 kg
Ratio h/w > 1
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Plans are currently underway for designing new and modernizing existing U.S.
Army Production facilities .,.sere M10 propellant is loaded into munitions. Although
`	 all building and equipment c-asigns have not been finalized, it is known that bulk
quantities of this material will ba found at various points in the load, assemble and
pack (LAP) operations.
r
M10 propellant is a Class 7 (DOT Class B) material and is shipped in four types
of containers, the type being dictated by the weight of the propellant to be shipped. For
a quantity of 22.7 kg the• required container is a M-17 metal lined wood box, Drawing
Number 76-4-56. For quantities of 45.4 kg two types of containers, a M-24 metal
lined wood box, Drawing Number 76-4-46 and a M-25 stainless steel vented container,
Drawing Number 7549033 are used. The M-24 metal lined wood box is also used for
quantities of 68.0 kg. The various shipping containers of M10 propellant will be re-
ceived and stored in Stradley Igloos. The bulk material will then be weighed into 11.34
kg increments and transferred via bucket conveyor to the propellant charge preparation
building.
Safety engineering and cost elifectivew2Q oon,31derations require Knowledge of
hazardous material characteristics as an input to facility design requirements. In
this instance, specific data is required on the explosive output characteristics of M10
propellant in quantities and configurations representative of those found in processing.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this work was to determine the maximum output from the detonation
of M10 propellant in terms of the airblast overpressure and posUive impulse compared
to known characteristics of a hemispherical surface blast of TNT.
a
MATERIAL
The test material was Propellant, Explosive, Solid Class B Propellant M10, Type
2 (Lot numbers RAD 68725 and RAD 88725), 0.018 inch web, single perforation (SP)
grain, containing 98 percent nitrocellulose (13.25 percent N), 1 percent potassium sul-
fate and 1 percent diphenylamine. The propellant was received from Radford Army
Ammunition Plant in standard shipping boxes (Drawing Number 76-4-46) containing
65.8 kg net mass.
TEST PLAN
Airblast output was evaluated for masses and configurations of M10 propellant
representative of three shipping v.nd in-plant situations. Physical characteristics of
the test items were as follows:
(1) An orthorhombic container, Figure 1(a), was used to simulate the cmveyor bucket.
Two-piece telescoping fiberboard boxes were fabricated and filled with 11.341cg of
M10 propellant.
(2) M-17 metalAined wood boxes, Figure 1(b), were used for charge weight. of 22.S8 kg.
The box was approximately half full as shown in the figure.
(3) M-24 metal-lined wood boxes, Figures 1(c, d), were used for 45.4 kg anti 65.8 kg
quantities of M10, with boosters placed as shown.
(4) M-25 stainless steel vented container, Figure 1(e) was used for 45.4 kg quantities
of M10 propellant.
A conical shaped booster charge of Composition C-4 high explosive was placed in
the center of the top of each container, buried such that the apex was level with the top
surface of the test material as shown in Figure 1(f). The booster was detonated with
an engineers? special J-2 Blasting Can inserted at the apex and embedded to the cen-
ter of the cone. A single test for each configuration was performed using a booster
equal t., 1 percent by weight of the test charge, and subsequent visual observations in-
dicated the absence of unburned ,propellant. However, since the TNT equivalent weight
of C-4 is factored out during data analysis, 1.5 to 2 Percent boosters were used to
assure complete detonation in subsequent tests. Three or four tests were performed
at each specified charge weight.
The test charge for each configuration was placed on a 0.61 by 0.61 by 0.0064m
thick 1010 carbon steel witness plate in the center of the test area shown in Figure 2.
The area was refurbished after each test subsequent to measurement of crater dia-
meter and depth.
INSTRUMENTATION
Twelve Susquehanna Instruments Model ST-7 side-on blast transducers wers
mounted in wooden blocks that were buried so that the :sensor was at ground level in
two arrays within the test area shown in Figure 3. Distances between transducers and
charges were calculated to correspond to scaled distances of 1. 19, 1. 61, 2. 13, 3. 57,
7.14 and 15.87 meter /kg1/3 . The trawducers were individually calibrated prior to
each test series with pressure pu?ses from a standard solenoid-actuated air pressure
calibration fixture, adjusted to correspond to expected blast pressure on an assumed
TNT equivalency of 100 percent. This calibration was verified initially by measuring
free field blast pressures from 0.454 kg bare spherical charges of 5V. /50 pentolite.
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Figure 2. Typical Charge Placement for Equivalency Tests
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a (20 PPS)	 COLOR (24fps)HYCAM-COLOR (4000fps)
Figure 3. Test Area Showing Transducer and Camera Placement
4
f distances between charge and transducers, calibration pressure and expected peak
blast pressures at each distan -e are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Transducer Calibration and Placement
Scaled Distance in !deters (Ft) From Charge
Distance Calibration Expected Charge Charge Charge Charge
nth Pressure Pressure Weight Weight Weight Weight
Channel 1/3 kPa kPa 11.34 kg 22. r,8 kg 45.4 kg 65.8 kg
Number (R/Ib	 ) (psig) (pslg) (25 lb.) (50 lb) (100 lb) (145 lb)
1.19 689 868.6 2.67 3.37 4.24 4.801. 7 (3.0) (100) (126.0) (8.77; (11.05) (13.91) (15.76)
1.61 414 437.5 3.61 4.55 5.73 6.49
2' 8 (4.05) (60) (66.35) (11.84) (14.9) (18.80) (21.28)
2.13 207.8 250.5 4.80 6.04 7.61 8.61
3' 9 (5.38) (30) (36.33) (15.73) (19.8) (24.97) (28.26)
3.57 68.9 87.9 8.02 10.11 12.73 14.414. 10 (9.0) (10) (12.74) (26.32) (33.2) (41.77) (47.28)
7.14 34.5 24.9
F(52.63)
.04 20.21 25.47 28.825. 11 (18.0) (5; (3.605) (66.3) (83.55) (94.55)
15.87 34.5 7.45 35.64 44.92 56.59 64.05e, 12 (40.0) (5) (1.081) (117.0) (147.4) (185.66) (210.14)
Each transducer with inherent charge amplifier was connected to an underground
coaxial cable system which leads into the instrumentation building, approximately 600
feet from the test area. All signals were amplified by Dynamic 6457 units and re-
corded on a 14-track Sangamo Model 4700 tape recorder at 152 centimeters per sec-
ond 'GO ±ps), along with as initial timing signal from a break wire placed on the
booster charge and one millisecond timing pulses. The nominal response (-3dB) for
this recording system is 30 kHz . Data from channels 1, 2, 7 and 8 (i.e. , the closest
transducers) were simultaneously recorded at 305 centimeters per second (120 ips) on
a Honeywell Model 96 tape recorder. Data from the magnetic tapes, read at 19.05 cm
per second, was recorded on a Honeywell Model 1612 oscillograph operated at 101.6
cm per second.
Photographic coverage was restricted to one test for each configaration, see
Figure 3. Motion picture coverage included a Hycam Model 41.004 camera operated
at 1500-4000 frames per second (fps) and one Mitchell camera operated at 24 fps.
One Hulcher Model 40, 70-mm sequencing still camera, was operated at 20 pictures
per second. Fiductal markers in the field of view with 3.05 meter spacing aided in





Peak blast overpressure, time of arrival and scaled positive Impulse in-
formation was obtained in direct analog form from the oscillograph records.
After exclusion of poor results that could be attributed to Instrumentation mal-
function, impingement of fragments on the transducer elements or improper
calibration, average values for peak pressure and scaled positive impulse were
calculated for each weight and scaled distance.
The average peak pressures were compared directly with stan-lard refer-
ence curves for hemispherical TNT surface blasts (Reference 1) to derive TNT
equivalency (Ep) as a percentage by weight based on equivalent side-on blast
pressure at equal distances from the charge:









where W is the weight of explosive, Z is scaled distance, P Is the peak blast
pressure and the subscripts refer to the explosive material.
Calculations of TNT impulse equivalency were based on the analytical method of
MCKown and McIntyre (Reference 2). Thus the impulse equivalency, E I, is given
in terms of measured parameters by
	
E = 0.0163 Z 1.42	 1.58I	 M10	 M10
where I Is the measured impulse in (kPa) (msec)/kg1/3
 at scaled distance Z
in meters/kg1/3.
An analysis of contributions to the measured peak pressure and impulse
showed that the weight of booster material used for these tests Is insignificant.
To a first approximation, the TNT equivalencies of the C4 booster and the M10
propellant were assumed equal, i.e. , the actual explosive charge weight is the





to an error of 2 percent in weight of explosive and a maximum error of 1 per-
cent in scaled distance. Uncertainties of this magnitude produce corresponding
errors in pressure and impulse that are considerably below the standard devia-
tion of reference tables (Reference 1) and are an order of magnitude less than
experimental errors in normal blast measurements. The same conclusion is
obtained for any reasonable assumption concerning the actual equivalency of the
booster material; the contribution may be totally neglected for booster weights
on the order of 2 percent, test material equivalencies in the range of 50 vs-cent to 300 percent, and scaled distances in the range from 1 to 16 m/kg
TEST RESULTS
Data sheets for all tests with pertinent measured parameters are given in
Appendix A. Selected pretest and posttest still photographs are given in Appen-
dix B. Test numbers shown are for local reference only and provide access to
original range data files.
Average pressure, scaled positive impulse, and time of arrival data, with
standard deviations, are summarized by test configuration in Tables 2 thru 6
and Figures 4 thru 9. Percent TNT equivalencies for all charge weights are
shown in Figure 10 as functions of scaled distance. Composite equivalency
curves based upon similar ratios of height to weight (h/w) are shoe in Figure 11
and are reproduced in the Summary section of this report. Fireball duration and
diameter as measured from the high speed motion pictures are given in Table 8.
'CUSSION
The plots of peak pressure versus scaled distance ( Figures 4 thru 8) from
the orthorhombic configuration show the same general
 trend that has been ob-
served in recent TNT equivalency determinations on other explosive and pro-
pellant materials. Compared to corresponding TNT hemispherical surface
buf7^ the observed pressures are greater at the near field values (Z <_ 6 m/
kg ) and less than the standard for far field values (Z >6 m/kgl
 ). Impulse
versus distance data shows similar tendencies, although impulse equivalencies
were significantly higher than the pressure equivalencies at the near field values.
Pressure and impulse data obtained from the 11 . 34, 22. 78 and 45 . 5 kg charge masses
in similar ratio h/w < 1 are fit by a single curve. Similarly, data from the
45.4 and 65.8 kg with similar ratio h/w > 1 also plot as a single curve. The
composite data is shown in Tables 7 and 8 and Figures 9, 10 and 11. Essentially S-
shaped TNT Equivalency curves were obtained by-use of the mean data, see Figure 12.
Figure 15 is a graphical presentation of the deviation from cube room scaling
using the M10 propellant data. A positive slope indicates that increasing charge
masses at constant scaled distance results in an increase in pressure or impulse
equivalency. Conversely, a negative slope is indicative of a decrease In pressure
7
or impulse equivalency for increased charge masses. Although a positive slope
was obtained for side -on pressure and a negative slope was observed for scaled
impulse, to within experimental error the data correlated with the standard
TNT cube root scaling for all charge weights tested.
Fireball characteristics shown in Table 9 were obtained from the high speed
motion pictures taken during a singular test at each charge weight. The fireball
diameter and duration were compared to predictions from equations given by
High (Reference 3):
D = 3.86 W0.320 ; TD = 0.299 W0.320
where D is the fireball diameter in meters, W is the weight of material in kilo-
grams, and TD Is the duration In seconds.
The observed fireball diameters do not agree with predicted values except
for the data from the 11.34 kg test, and there does not appear to be any general
correlation in the data. The fireball durations are fit reasonably well if the
constant is revised, i.e.,
TD ;^s 0.13 W0.320
It is apparent that variations due to container construction, geometry, and ullage
prohibit a detailed analysis with the limited data from these tests.
The 24 frame par second motion pictures were used only for test documen-
tation and for verification of the fireball information obtained from the high speed
film. The Hulcher camera provided excellent documentary photographs of the
reaction characteristics, as shown In Appendix B.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The pressure and impulse TNT equivalency of M10, Type 2, SP 0.018
propellant In four orthorhombic configurations varies with scaled distance
and is greater than 100 percent at near field values (Z <3m/kg1/3) and
less than 100 percent at far field values (Z >_3m/kgl/3).
2. Within experimental error, the pressures and Impulses from the ortho-
rbombic and conveyor bucket configurations (11.34 kg, 22.68 kg, 45.36 kg,
65.77 kg) scaled according to the cube root of charge weight.
3. The blast output from M10 propellant is dependent upon the configuration in
which it is detonated.
8
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Table 2. Summary of Test Results, 11.34 kg Charges
Peak Scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
Z' m
1/3 Time of Pressure Impulse TNT TNT
R, meters l/k/g3 Arrival kPa kPa. ms/kg 1/3 Equivalency Equivalency
(ft.) (R/lb	 ) (ms) (psi) (psi. ms/lbs	 ) Percent Percent
2.67 1.19 0.99+0.10 1138+119 593.9+106.8 155 +15 385+100
(8.77) (3.00) (165.+17.3) (66.18+11.9)
3.61 1.61 1.74+0.15 578. +68 336.2+52 140+22 300+35
(11.34) (4.05) (83.9+9.8) (37.47+5.8)
4.80 2.13 3.17+0.22 245.2+40 156.2+25.1 95+24 120+35
(15.7) (5.38) (35.57+5.71 (17.41+2.8)
8.02 3.57 9.22+0.53 71.7+6.8 56.7+10.8 70+10 60+15
(26.3) (9.0) (10.4+0.99) (6.32+1.2)
16.04 7.14 29.61+0.73 19.2+2 35.4+4.0 60+14 75+8
(52.6) (18.0) (2.78+0.33) (3.95+0.45)
35.7 15.87 83.93+1.03 6.6+0.4 17.9+1.9 75+7 85+15
(117.0) (40.0) (0.95+0.06) (2.00+.0.21)
Table 3. Summary of Test Results, 22.68 kg Charges





Time of Pressure Impulse
	 1/3 TNT TNT
R, meters 3 Arrival kPa kPa. ms/kg Equivalency Equivalency(ft.) (8/lbs (ms) (Prig) /3)(psL ms/1bI P3rcen, Percent
3.37 1.19 1.2540.09 1146+128 492.3+66.4 145+20 345+70
(11.1) (3.0) (163.3+18.6) (54.86+7.4)






141.4+17.9 150+60 115+406.04 2.13
(19.8) (5.38) (48.86+13.4) (15.76+.2.0)
10.1 3.57 10.16 + 0.17 79.3+4.5 57.7+8.1 85+5 60+7
(33.2) (9.0) (11.50+0.65) (6.43+0.9)
20.2 7.14 37.43+0.19 18.3+1.0 34.6+2.7 60+5 75+8
(66.3) (18.0) (2.66+0.15) (3.86+0.3)
44.9 15.87 106.21+0.46 7.7+1.7 17.0+3.6 90+25 80+25
(147.4) (40.0) (1.11±0.24) (1.90±0.4)
11
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Table 4. Summary of Test Results 45.4 Charges With a Ratio h/w < 1
Pesk scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
1/3 Time of Pressure Impulse	 1/3 TNT TNT
R, meters Z' m/1/g3 Arrival kPa kPa. ms/kg 1/3 Equivalency Equivalency(ft. ) (ft/lb	 ) (ms) (psig) (psb ms/Ibe	 ) Percent Percent
4.24 1.10 1.66+0.20 1066.6+152 416.7+90 135+30 255+70
(13.92) (3.0) (1.54.7+22.1) (46.44+10)
5.73 1.61 2.81+0.30 619±32 293.3+72 150±10 230+70
(18.80) (4.05) (39.7+4.7) (32.69±8)
7.6: 2.13 4.40+0.45 367+83 167.8+27 165+45 125+25
(24.97) (5.38) (53.2+12.0) (18.7+3.0)
12.73 w 57 14.67±0.75 71.7+7.1 58.9+2.2 75+10 65+5
(41.77) (9.0) (10.4+1.00) (6.56+0.24)
25.47 7.14 47.17+1.62 18.8+3.4 28.5+2.1 60+15 55+10
(83.55) (18.0) (2.72±0.5) (3.18+0.23)
56.59 15.87 154.04+2.18 7.10±1.6 10.1+2.7 95+20 55+15
(185.66) (40.0) (1.03+0.23) (1.12+0, 3)
Table 5. Summary of Test Results 45.4 kg Charge in the M-25 Stainless Steal Vented
Container With a Ratio h/w > 1
Peak Scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
Z.
	
1/3 Time of Pressure Impulse	 1/3 TNT TNT
R, meters 3 Arrival kPa kPa.- ms/kg 1 3 Equivalency Equivalency(ft.) (ft/lbs	 ) (ms) (slg) (pel. ms/lbs Percent Percent
4.24 1.19 1.43+0.11 1350+69 353+73 185+15 215+70(13.92) (3.0) (195.8+8.5) (39.3±8.1)
5.73 1.61 2.45+0.13 827+155 269+63 200+65 175+25(18.80) (4.05) (120+22.5) (30±7)
7.61 2.13 4.37+0.5 333+70 186+22 150+45 185+35(24.97) (5.38) (48.3+10.1) (20.7±2.5)
12.73 3.57 12.94+1.7 78.6+8.3 52+9.9 85+15 45+25(41.77) (9.0) (11.4+1.2) (5.8+1.1)
25.47 7.14 45+1.74 21.7+2.8 26.5+1.8 80+20 46±10(83.55) (18.0) (3.15±0.4) (2.95±0.2)




Table 6. Summary of Test Results 65.77 kg Charges
Peak Scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
Z, m	 g 1/3/k
Time of Pressure Impulse	 1/3 TNT TNT
R. meters 1/3 Arrival kPa kPa.ma/kg 1/3 Equivalency Equlvalenc•y(ft) (ft/lbs	 ) (ms) (psig) (psi. ma/lbs	 } Percent Percent
4.80 1.19 1.75+0.15 934+113 340.6+119 110+20 180+48
(15.7E) (3.0) (135.5+16.4) (37.9'..+13.3)
6.49 1.61 2.72+0.36 587+_85 368+130 130+15 350+49
(21.28) (4.05) (85.1+12.3) (41.02+14.5)
8.61 2.13 4.62+0.67 312+90 161.3+33 160+40 150+25
(28.26) (5.38) (45.2+13.04) (17.98+3.7)
14.41 3.57 13.97+1.64 90.4+14.2 68.+15 105+20 75+28
(47.28) (9.0) (13.11+2.06) (7.58+1.7)
28.82 7.14 50.5+1.97 21.1+1 29.8+5.5 75+ 5 60+16
(94.55) (18.0) (3.06+0.13) (3.32+0.61)
64.05 • 15.8: 147.8+1.98 8.1+1.37 11+3.6 110+30
(210.14) (40.0) (1.17+0.2) (1.23+0.4)
140+12
Table 7. Summary of Test Results of 11.34, 22.68 and 45.36 kg Charge Weight Combined
with Ratio h/w < 1
Scaled Scaled Peak Scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
Distance 1/3 Time of Pressure Impulse	 1/3 TNT TNTZ, m/cj^ Arrival kPa kPa. ms/kg Equivalency Equivalency
(ft,/lba	 3 ) ms/kg1/3 (prig) 1/3(psi. ms/lbs	 ) Percent Percent
1.19 0.44+0.03 1027+83 501+72 113+10 326_+39
(3.0) (149+12) 55.8+8)
1.61 0.76+0.04 613+48 318+36 143+14 279+42
(4.05) (88.9+7) (35.4+4)
2.13 1.32+0.07 299+62 149+18 138+31 128_+22
(5.38) (43.4+9) (16.6+2)
3.57 3.84+0.18 74_+7 59.2+4.5 87_+13 64+6
(9.0) (10.7+1) (6.6±u. 5)
7.14 13.17+0.28 19+2 32.3+6.3 62+11 71+8
(18.0) (2.7±0.3) (3.6+0.7)
15.87 37.47+0.45 7.6+1.4 16.6+2.7 93+46 77+15
(40.0) (1.1±0.2) (1.85±0.9)
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Table 8. Summary of Test Results of 45 . 4 and 65.8 kg Charge Weights Combined With
Ratio h/w < 1
Scaled Scaled Peak Scaled Positive Pressure Impulse
l/3 Time of Pressure Impulse	 1/3 TNT TNT
E
Arrival k^Pa kPa• ms/kg 1/3 Equivalency Equivalency3) ( m8/kgl/3 (psig) (psi•ms/lbs	 ) Percent Percent
1.19 0.43+0.03 1218+193 347464 163436 211+43
(3.0) , (176.6+28) (38.7±61




2.13 1.1940.11 325+90 169_+27 151+49 164+29
(5.38) (47.1+13) (18.8+3)
3.57 3.28+1.00 81.4+9 62+9 89.17 79+16
(9) (11.8+1.3) (6.9+1)
7.14 12.5740.30 20.9+0.6 28.7+3.6 74+6 57+10
(18) (3.03+0.11) (3.2+0.4)
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Figure 5. Pressttre and Impulse vs. Scaled Distance, 22.88 kg Charges
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Figure 7. Pressure and Impulse vs. Scaled Distance, 45.4 kg Charge
M-25 Stainless Steel Container Ratio h/w = 1: 0. 4,
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Corcposits 45.4, 67.8 kp Rata h/w > 1
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Where P  = Side on Pressure, 11.34 kg Charge Weight
Pi = Side on Pressure, i th Charge Weight
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ICKI TO IN N ,i ,"CF J_2 [.1^i66r	 tat R1.mY.[ C^ 1141MR1FTT qS
M.^TI R tt'T	 1 lb,'. I. k6. 1 "1Ny 1 - 1_:: u( t'barp WL ILAA. PRFR. Wig
TO .r ki MFFR	 15-6-02 k MIND D6a. 136_
(11.%TRACT MI.	 NAM-2"50 WIND V[L. -11 k.".
(tlMPI INITIDN C-. a(xMTFR CIIAAC.)	 patio h/w = 0.6
CINIIIND ZElti
1..( Dn^I. b SnN
TI  I  FVA U T ATNIN
Compl.M n6 Doo. NO -burnwl propD.nt w f. d.
Cnt.r dlr.b. 0.11 s.(.r dt1w b, 7.34
NO. .• .1.eNllon NOrtk _d 901dk.
a, 11.122.66 k[ M16 P"W"Wt
P..k anl.d I -M; Th-
IN.L- P1o..On I.WA-	 1/7 oICbw w NOW.- kP. kP...-/kO
l / 1
ArrWW
M.. ti IP.l6! (. m..r	 bn ..00e IY.I., A.
111.05
15 akgl^c










110) 111. a) 7. 7
0	 ./ 177.11




1_ 7. Ui 10












Teat Number 16-6-01 B5
rFNT TITI_F FQ^{^1o.1.. 6^Yt0	 y TNfYE DATF
TF`T UM PI F -	 p1°w^. !Y-17 aMwt,f l'w1t6169F TtMF 1000 Nn. 
AAMPLF WFICNT N 1l./22.69 k[ TEMP. 817/27.21C
IC, !I.nw -nttWCF J-1 Cyf. wr a 4.ew slam" Cop NPMDITTV 00%
91VRTTFR WT. I lb/.95 k0 COW C-. 21 01 Carp N'L ILAN. PRE6, 30.10
TEST NUMBER 4-0-01 ab 16TND MR. 710•
C(INTRACT ND. NAR-S77S0 WIND VEL. 0 a.m.
(TIMRMITIDN C
-. a(KIRTFR C 7tAR(;F	 Ratio h/W - 0.6
CR(P IND ZEND
IM Or6w 16 SW
FIELD [VA L11A'17N
Co.46.1. 4M,108601,
N o.1041k. Nora .9d tl wh
Pk01.01>.ks..owrq.. Yk.61d lfp^ IMO op.), %who, 130 7 IMd ^ S
C nor dUlM o1- 6. N o.~ d. p by 1.21 ..1- old..
D5 Trt 22.00 60 MIO Pro"li6.t 	 _--
.d P..111n
	 T1P..kd	 n.
.	 n..DO	 PM b".4w	 of
C	 ..al	 M.s.n	 kP.	 kP.	
_/;[1/]	 /:rrf.d11	 L n	 b.	 -)	 R w rk.
---	 -	 R9i(1k1[.	 a.d dN.	 .







(To) 1...701 2-66 Do bt. ph
0 fs 1276 501 L 1 D6.M.	 N
1 6.34 7.76 iNSf	 PAd olmpmd
(16.62) 797 16L.6






















ILOI2 0.111 ji, al 109.9
30
Teat Number 16-6-02 C1
rF%T l'ITLF	 Expka w ICWAnIo1Y T#&Ur4 DATE 4/t3/7e
Yt•	 wl;TFATSAMPLF	 x_=0lCal0le^r _.	 ___'__ TIME 1245 Hn.




ICWTX^N 4/PRCE J_3 Eadaear^o %wW Woodall Cap IIDIIIDITF 4yt
a	 tM+IRFR WT.	 ]§S^IW/^^k[,. Ceey C-1 DAR. PRES. 20.121.
TFST NII11RER
	 2 CI WIND 018. IW'
CONTRACT NO.	 NA98-MTSO	 _ WIND VEL. 7 Ke0t6
COMPDSITIDh C-+ IkXIST). N ('MANGE 0 . 41 m	 Ratio h/w =1.7
116^I
AITIATOII







IM 1.1 11 1 	 Not Drape to Seale
CI Teal"77 kg MO PrapNW
Peat POaRIre 'tlno




9L)NO.  MI/:1 ^maorl V.wa:^A*









IM h IN.7+) 2.0
3 200.8 - Poi h9od le room m
IL"




















Bm Orktotloe North d Soafh
Cymplelo deloa lots
Pbpbz >ohle e0rer0s laehsdad Boom 11500 mal l _ Char Cftwl meueotorT (24lm1
CrMOr dl000166 0.30 motor duo by 2.75 moter wile
Test Number 16-6-02 C2
TFST TI'A .F. 	 Moploolvo	 o^ Toot DATE	 ,4113/19
.
TEST SAMPLE	 H-21	 Cotaleer TIME 1N0 Xn.
CAMPI.F WEIGHT 14660//5. 77 kX TEMP.	 NF/26.8C
IGNITInN SOURCE 3-3










 Cap IRTNM 77	 6e
9"1 FR WT.	 77 ^
. t. S t a< CiarRe Wt. _ 11AR. PRES. 30.11
TFAT N111I8F.R	 16-"2 C, WIND 0111.	 L6•
CONTRACT ND. 	 NMI-277511 !- 
_
WIND VEL IEMI
COMPOSrIION C-4 BDD8TFR CHARGF 	 Ratio h/w =1.7
.i
GR(IUNn ZERO
Net Drom to tnle
C, T"t OIL 77113 M10 ProWint
I 
Flea	 Sc" PON"*"	 Time
OlaoO:o PPZswro iOPdao	 oflh
ICb0ool	 Woro	 It	 j.Mm	 /kg'
	
Arrl'"







3 8.49 (79) (43.35) L 7
In.tq
6 Kr 41.72 Lo
3 148.68.77
128.70) 130) (IL 36) 4.5W I 1	 .99 K 1L A2
4 14.41(41.20) 13.4) (S.fj 14.0to ".2 47.0(11.2) j..2+ 147







lIN[ 6rlEdgin MrO1 wd OVA
Cror ^o e.» ooro due br L T2 ere9we ^
31
Test Number 16-6-02 C3
'FFST FITI F w Iw FgLdvsw r7 T-U-2FropeZlTTEST SAMPI F -2x-^_49uo91cC0 UMIZ
SAMPI F W/ IrHT Ili 10./6'.71 k[
IC NITXtN 11)l 110, J:2
_	 F:n111r.r'. sec 1.1 &.Awl Cam___
1-S1F.^A[ k[^'^V^1:FkkiSV RN'T. J'	 n! c'k.r[e t47.
TFST NI'YIBI R 16-6-02 C,__
t.INTRACT "I. NAE1_27750
MM FW VnTk1N C -4 81 i I'/ it I'HARGE	 nat1O h1W = 1.7
r1a'ti h
r.Rnuvn ZERrl TTlTTT7-rT
Not DT- b Wil..
FIELD EVALUATION
@oa orkntetim North >m S.,"
Cili6l dlm^[lfln 0 . 41 meYn OL.o W 3 . 05 .4090- X160
C7 T- t 65.77 k[ M10 Pr.Wt-I
P..k	 3-1.d P-111-	 It-
D1.t- Pn.-. Lm l-	 1'3	 01
Cn.ro.l	 M.M-	 kPa	 kP,-,v^/k[I
	
Arr1..l
No.(R.	 II.	 I. m.r: !10.	 mwcl	 Rem IY.



















74.5 56.110 0. 9 (6.481 15.6
20.7 16.55
28.12
20.7 11.1(94.56)11 431 13.4A) SJ.
6.2 ls.l6
64. os








%'[NO VF.L. 13KaW& _
Test Number 16-6-02 C4
TFST TITLE	 Fr@Iw1- ioW T.08-rs-
TEST SAMPI.F	 M10 Prq.1l.nl: M-24 SMpptnl Cmt.lur-
SAMPLF WEIGHT 14510./65.77 k[
1.-NITION [MIRCF 3_2 Fytas..r'. 4--w BIy6d[ CIP
anns iFRWT	 1.5 lb. 0.68 [:l'01^ (- -4; 1 `t of
CM NUMBER 16-6-01 Ca
Cl INTRACT NO. NAB8-1771.0
COMMMI'll11N C-4 BnO@ ER CHARGF. lU
	
RatiO h1W = 1.7
r...
GROUND ZERO
Not D- 1. R.IJ
FIFI.D EVALUATION
08084 or16690tiv Ibrtk .nd 9nith
C T"t 65.77 k[ wit Propllwt
P6LL Se.1W P.iltlr. 71-
Dl.t- P-- I-P.I"	 1/3 0(
CN.sr1 61.Mn li p. kP..mw./k[1/3 Ard-1







































RIND VFL. it Km0f
32
Test Number 16-6-02 C5
TFST -ITI F F pl-l-
Y^-T^ioP^t.tT-^
DATIt 	 ^(	 Z^ _	 c T..1 65.77 k +t ns Prgollun
TFRTSAKIPI.F	 It- 2404fd 	CmtW.r_ 	 _ TIME	 1291 LM	 __
SAMPLE WEIGHT IFS Ib.F93_ff^ TEMP.	 1117127.K
IGNEI'1(IN SIIIIRCF J-! twr'9	 al BI , 	C.r MI'M[D1"T	 3A
PAXVtTFR WT.
	
1. S IM 0.d	 k[ Comp C-6 MR. PRES.	 IL14 of ('harlm Wt. -.	
-
TFST NIMBER
	 19-9-0! CS WIND MR.	 103'
CONTRACT NO.	 NASt MSO WIND VEL.	 19 K9ob.




Not D-- m Sc.l. l
P.-k Ml.d P..III- Tlr









1150) 2.0 F.U.d b r.t- m h...11nr
2 9.19
121.20)
- - 2.5 Tnn.Alc.r A.m.aM
11101 19. MI 3.0
3 8. 71(29.791 - 3.. MI-d d.l.Tw 4 190.69





















Bog orlmt d- Noah nId South
CrYar dim-Mm 0.17 m.t.n d..p b)
 3.01 to.t.r..ld.
Test Number 17-7-01 D1







19.2 (6. 'V)	 19.5")
	
WF7'H F98
C1111	 DZERO PLA TF.
APPARENT




►Ik l.l1 [VA I.DA-.
P4lentr^hle cov.r.6p .K lud.d Fly- (1300 Ip.) wlokl. (24.. +n9.9rw3o. (2N•1
Cott^W d.lm.tlm. Ib r1.10M..tp9 of u.b.rrd p.gdlmd
. r9Yr dlra.b. 0. 13 a ft, d. i by 9. 50 ra.t.n .6d.
Bm orl..tadm lmt old. North tad 9-th.
DI Twl I1.34 kit 125 lb) M30 Progllmt
P..k Scald P..Itlw T1Y.
d.Wn ^r...un Impw- //5 O(fllurul M. 	 kP. kP..mr^ily Arr17.1
No. IL I





























TEST TITI F. FYPlo.lr. E	 Ir.1mc'v Twtl DA TF V19/79
TFRT SAM PLF .d	 ply CmWn.r TIME {!57 If-
SAMPLF WEIGHT 25 Ib./II.54 k9 TEMP. 91'F/27.1C
IGNflION SOIfRCE ]-7 E	 n.92'9 BIUL	 C. M(M mrTT
MOSTFfl WT. tIF o(C	 T_ ^^t. DAP. PRES.
TERT NIMBFR 11-7-01 DI MIND DFR. 190'
CONTRACT NO. NASS-17750 _	 WIND `rtl.. 10 hroY
33
II'FPl 1 ' 111 !	 K pI-I- 1 '961 16166CF TWO"" HATE
71t0	 1'^op	 liF^l \A\11`11	 ar116d T1	 11[ (\ORt61^er ___ TIMF
1A\11 . 11	 Nl N•Ilf _15 Wall 1 . H AK TEMP.
^% %.l' lit 'I J-7 ELOMr'6 ^ll Dlr/rq Cap HI'MIDIT1
-t'^
:(.%ITO
.'JT4^^-'!!	 eiTY •CTIN\\'F.	 3x^ CyM ^ BAR. PR!
TINT \1'\111111	 17-6-0 1 DI	
-_
M'imn nIR
I t.\TIIACT MI.	 NA56-27700 WIND VEl







RAR. PRE6. IS. IS
WIND MR. 100'
WIND V[I- 6 Rhea
1TFI.D F.VAI.I'ATTnN
Ptnl or66eanen NO11It 6td 3-ttt
C Bar d1 m6n61m 0. Y: -or. 0600 by 2.67 M.C- .Ib
TFST TIT1.F	 Oqd- DyWnl6r.cF T\6t660
TIAT SAMPI 1 yr6- tai Ceely^r
SAMPI.F WFICHT 15 lb./ 11 . 3,4 111,_
IC.snim Sr1l'RCF J-1 G





t't INTRACT MI. NAM-77770
I't.11111,AITR)N C-1 h1t16TFR CHARC.5




d or6ow d- Numb 66a 111106tb
f rydw am6R66ee 0	 mom .16
cliam
	
1 16616n kP6 It P•.mr. Its
w n.
I 





7 11601 161.101 0.1
Y 7.11
111. w1
(701 1m. y l 1.6
6 106.7 160.2































POST	 T CRATER 22.68 kg CHARGE
35
PRETEST CONFIGURATION 45.4 kg CHARGE













16 6 02 CI
-13
PRETEST CONFIGURATION 65.8 kg CHARGE
*Los
19 6-02 C I
APR )3 .1976







Fireball Characteristirs from Hulcher Model 40
Sequencing Camera (Frame Rate 50 ms/frame)
22.68 kg Charge Weight
1w
CO
Fireball Characteristics from Hulcher Model 40
Sequencing Camera (Frame Rate 50 ms/frame)




Fireball Characteristics from Hulcher Model 40
Sequencing Camera (Frame Rate 50 ms/frame)
45. 4 kg Charge Weight
I
i
l	 . 	 2	 1
s	
t	 s AL ^^
A
Fireball Characteristics from Hulcher Model 40
Sequencing Camera (Frame Rate 50 ms/frame)




DRDAR-IRC-E (2 Jun 17) 1st Ind
SUBJECT: Preliminar- Report, TNT Equivalency Test of M10 Propellant
HQ, US Army Armament Materiel Readiness Command, Rock Island, IL 61299
-Nov °;^s
TO: Commander, US Army Armament Research and Development Command,
ATTN: DRDAR-LCM-SP, Dover, NJ 	 07801
1. Subject draft report on TNT Equivalency Test of M10 Propellant was
reviewed and is apprc-,,ed by H4, 4RRCOM including DRDAR-SF and HQ, DARCOM,
DRCSF-E.
2. Request ARR,ADCOM proceed with :he final publication of the report.
FOR THE COMMANDER:
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DISTRIBUTION LIST
Corrw Lander








Dover, NJ 07801	 \
Commander

















US Army A ament Materiel and Readiness Command








Rock Island, IL 61299
I
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1 CommanderKansas Army Ammunition Plant
ATTN: SARKA- CE
Parsons, KS 67537 r
Commander






























Kings Y6rt, TN 3766;
47
Commander











Pine Bluff, AR	 71601
Commander	 \




Volunteer Army Ammunition ^P.lant
ATTN: S,Q RVO-T	 f
Chattanooga, -T	34701	 S
rr
Weapon System Concept Toam/CSL
ATTN: DRDAR-ACW
Aberdeen Proving GrourKJ, MD 21010
Technical Library
ATTN: DRDAR-CU-V










Watervliet, NY f 12189
48
Commander
US Army Armament Materiel
ATTN: DRSAR-LEP-L
Rock Islan&"L 61299
